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Students design garden in
tribute to local firefichter
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Lucas .Shellhammer, a landscape architecture sophomore, points out design plans for a proposed
healing garden to honor local firefighter Cireg Otto at French Hospital.

Landscape architecture students present
ed designs for a healing garden at French
Hospital Wednesday.
The LA 2.S2, fundamentals of site plan
ning and design, class worked on the project
individually, with each student providing
their own perspective on the design.
The healing garden will be constructed
in honor of local firefighter C»reg Otto, who
served San Luis Obispo for 20 years. Otto
lost his battle with pancreatic cancer in
M.irch 200.S.
"It’s a great honor to get to do this for
someone who touched so many people,”
said Ryan Crockett, a landscape architecture
sophomore.
Each student was encouraged to be cre
ative and incorporate elements of tradition.il healing gardens as a memorial to ( )tto.
“It is interesting as a class to see how
much ca*ativit\- came fmni the group,” said
Jennifer Webster, a landscape architecture

sophomore. "You almost have everyone’s
brain on the (display) board.”
The project began last C'ictober when the
hospital began a fundraising campaign for
the garden.
Christy C')’Hara. a C'al Boly landscape
architecture professor, learned of the project
from the CEO of French Hospital. O'Hara
and fellow professor Astrid Reeves were
able to inctirporate the project into their
sophomore-level class.
“It’s a wonderful teaching tool for us.”
O ’Hara said. “ It’s a real project that gives
back to the community.”
"The project is really amazing to get to
do as a second-year student.” said Jon
Fraschetti, a landscape architecture sopho
more. “The skills that we will use we will
get to use for the rest of our lives.”
Students presented the design in front of
French Hospital otFici.iIs and the family of
Otto. His widow. Katharine Otto, offered
her thanks to the group of students.
see Landscape, page 2
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C SU chancellor optimistic on
future budget, diversi^ plans
enrollment and hopes the absence of a fee
increase will further promote their plan.
“1 feel the influence of the budget on the
CSU Chancellor Charles B. Reed was pos CSU students will be reflected in our guar
itive about the current
antee to admit another
state of the CSU system
i
10,000 students, both
in
a
teleconference
freshman and transfers
I feel leally good
Wednesday. Reed dis
next year,” Reed said.
cussed the current sys
“The budget provides
about
direction
tem-wide ban on alcohol,
economic relief for strug
the CSU s future plans to
gling students and the
the C SU system is
promote diversity and
$204 saved next year will
going, the
said he anticipated that
not only attract more stu
the governors proposed
dents, but keep more as
m om entum w e
buy-out of the fee
well too.”
Expanding on the bud
increase would be sup
have and the
get
allotment, Reed said
ported by the assembly.
that more money would
Reed started by com
support w e have
be put toward math and
mending the governors
fiom
the
legislation,
science education and that
decision to re-coinpencome March, further
sate the 8 percent fee
the
governor
and
funding will be allocated
increase proposed next
for nursing programs and
year, calling the buy-out a
the
national
support
CSU
master’s programs.
“C'hristmas present to all
In search of a more
students." He said if
in W ashington.
diversified CSU system,
passed, the $.S4 million
—Charles
B.
Reed
Reed pledged his effort to
allocated in the budget
C 'S U chancellor
help
underserved students
would save each C'SU
by signing a contract and
student $204 next year.
creating a partnership
“All in all 1 am very
optimistic about the budget. I anticipate both with PQ, a parenting institute for quality
the assembly and the Senate budget will be education.
Though focusing on the Latino communi
very similar to the governor's recommenda
ty, the program isn’t exclusive, Reed said.
tions,” Reed said.
see Chancellor, page 2
The CSU system is also looking to increase
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Cal Poly professors James Keese and Craig Arceneaux are developing a new I.atin
American studies program, with plans for new study abroad opportunities.

Latin American studies
launches spring quarter
Jennifer Hall
MUSIANO DAIIY

Two C'al Poly professors have created a
new interdisciplinary Latin American stud
ies program to support educational activi
ties related to Latin America that is set to
begin sponsoring events next quarter.
The program, developed by James
Keese, a geography professor, and O aig
Arceneaux, a political science professor,
will include a new Latin American studies
minor, a proposed study abmad opportuni
ty in South America, internships in Latin

American countries, a lecture series and
student-studies clubs.
"We really need to learn about this
place, not just because it’s interesting but
also because it’s important,” Keese said.
Keese and Arceneaux said they feel that
a knowledge of the Latin American region
is growing in importance for careers in
education, healthcare, social services, agri
culture, law enforcement, business and
tourism.
“(The program) will give students expe
rience as well as curricular recognition.”
see Program, page 2
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“Tliere are a tew times in your life
when your breath is taken away.”
C)tto said. “The first time tor me was
when I met Cireg. The second time
was when we were told the cancer
was terniinal.You students are provid
ing a place for me to learn to breathe
again.”
French Hospital expects the com
pleted construction to cost approxi
mately $50,(KM). Fund-raising events
will continue until hinds are met.
Ciround breaking on the garden
could begin in March 2(K)6, near the
one-year anniversary of Otto’s death.
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force behind the ban of alcohol at
all C'SU sporting events.
In addition to the alcohol ban
at sporting events, Keed explained
that as the contracts for alcoholrelated advertisements lapse, they
will be replaced with other unalcoholic beverage types such as
water, Fepsi or C]oke.
When asked if the ban on alco
hol would have adverse effects on
commuter campuses by promot
ing drinking and driving because
of the lack of alcohol on campus,
the chancellor reiterated his con
cern for student safety and said he
felt there were other viable
options available to students who
need a ride.
After fielding questions from
C'SU reporters from many cam
puses, Keed once again empha
sized his contentment with the
current state and future plans of
the C'SU system.
“ I feel really good about the
direction the C"SU system is
going, the momentum we have
and the support we haw from the
legislation, the governor and the
national support m Washington,”
Keed said. “So good things are
going on in the C'SU system.

“By working with the institu
tion and adopting 125 to 1.50 ele
mentary schools in C'aliforma, we
want to identify with parents that
will participate in a nine-week
education training program that
will focus on how parents can
manage their children to be suc
cessful and how to go'to college,”
Keed said.
The program was developed to
educate parents on proper study
ing habits at home and to inform
them about the correct courses
students should take m prepara
tion for college, such as algebra,
science and foreign languages.
‘T in excited about that (the
FQ program). 1 think it's some
thing that we need to do to help
students from underserved com
munities and we’re going to do it
as a pilot, and if it’s successful 1 am
sure we can expand the efforts,”
Keed said.
The recent campus-wide alco
hol band was briefly brought to
light as Keed stressed his concern
for student safety as the driving
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Arceneaux said.“ It will aid them in
their career advancement.”
Latinos currently make up the
largest ethnic group in the United
State and 34 percent of C'alifornia’s
population is Latino, Keese and
Arceneaux said. These and other
facts support a need for the pro
gram in the professors’ minds.
“It’s a region of critical impor
tance to the United States, and
California in particular,” Keese
said. “Yet, it seems that we know
little about the issues, places and
people that link and impact both
sides of the border.”
Keese has donated $1(),(MK) to
jump-start the program and he is
hoping other individuals will
donate matching gifts.
“The goal is to raise $1()(),()(K) in
the next year,” Keese said.
He also hopes to create an oncampus Latin American Studies
O u te r and have a fully funded
endowment after 10 years, making
the center financially self-sustain
ing.
The money will be used for
study abroad programs, research

opportunities, travel, speakers and
other program activities.
Teivo Teivanen, an electoral
observer for the European Union
from the University of San C'arlos
in Fern, will be the sponsored
speaker during the first week of
spring
quarter.
Keese
and
Arceneaux said they are hoping the
event will create more support and
involvement m the program.
“We want to build bridges
throughout the university and out
reach
to
the
community,”
Arceneaux said.
Both professors are well
acquainted
with
the
Latin
American region. Keese spent
three years in 13 dift'erent Latin
American countries and has con
ducted research in Ecuador and the
Andes, while Arceneaux has writ
ten tw'o books about the area
focusing on the Southern Cone
and Brazil.
Both have taken students to
Mexico and taught there with the
Mexico study abroad program
offered through Cal Foly.
“We are both really passionate
about it,” Keese said. “We think it’s
a great laboratory for learning
about different cultures.”
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TRYING TO MEET GE REQUIREMENTS IN SPRING QUARTER?
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SIGN UP FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY CLASSES UNDER “UNIVERSITY
STUDIES" (UNIV) PREFIX
OE AREA F
Co-taught by; Staphan Marx (English) and Huntar Franols (Hortlouitura and Crop Sdanos)
MW 4:10 p r ^ pm

UNIV-X350 THE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT (4-unft«)
GE AREA F
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© Puzzles
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

'■ i

Co-taught by: Bud Evans (Political Scienca). David Braun (Elactrical Enginaaring).
and Tom Ruahr (Earth t Son Sdanoas).
TR 4:10 pm-5;30 pm plus acttvfty sasalons (aaa Spring Schadula)
For mors information contact acadprog^calpoly.adu
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Featuring Boba Juice
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Full Espresso and Coffees
Hours:
^
hot, blended, or on the rocks!
8am-8pm,
•: ,'L -! 5'
7 days a week.
* Full Range of Supplements

See club for details.

Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com

PUZZLE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE
CONTACT MUSTANG DAILY ADVERTISING

872 F oothill Blvd. |
San Luis O b isp o, CA 93401

(805) 756-1143
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Favorites
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Snack food: Strawberries
Color: Green
Grocery store: Costco
Ninja Turtle: The purple one.

We can be sure that the greatest hope for maintaining equi
librium in the face of any situation rests within ourselves.
— Francis J. Braceland

If You Could ...
— travel anywhere in the world,
where would it be?
To an island; back to the Bahamas
because I don’t really remember
them since I was too young.

I used to believe that marriage would diminish me, reduce
my options. That you had to be someone less to live with
someone else when, o f course, you have to be someone more.
— Candice Bergen (1946 - )

— star on a TV show, which show
would it be?
“Friends.” Forget shows like “Laguna
Beach” and the “O.C.”

M ilieu: Environment;
setting.

— meet anyone, who would it be?
I would he interested in having a
conversation with George Bush.

Convivial: Relating to
feasting, drinking, and
good company; festive.

BREAKING NEWS

E ither/O r

Name: Caitlin Schields • Year: freshman
H om etow n: Foster City • M ajor: business administration

Veggies or fruit? Fruit
Apples or oranges? Oranges
Crunchy peanut butter or
smooth? Smooth
Gummy bears or gummy worms?
Sour gummy worms.
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Beaiq Cute Seáis
stu ff
Your
Own
Bear!

DESIGNER

1126 M ihto .Sl
805-544-6711
wtvw.bearvculebears.com S^

1638 Osos Street
San Luis Obispo

$ 10.00 MAN’S CUT
$ 25.00 WOMAN’S CUT
W A L K -IN S W K L C O M E !

Be A Sweetheart!
All Valentine Bears
20% off With this A di

543-8684

HAIRCOLOR SPECIALISTS
★ 805-544-7202 ★

Opeo 7 days a week

GROCERY

MONDAY - FRIDAY 10:00 TO 7:00
SATURDAY 10:0 0 T O 5:00

973 E. FOOTHILL BLVD. SLO

Summer in Mexico
Spanish Language Immersion Program
Su m m er 2 0 0 6 - Cuern avaca

General Information Meeting

Come by and see why SLO County
has voted Gus’s the Best Sandwich
16years in a row.

Thursday, February 9, 1 1 am - 1 2 pm
Erhart Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rm. 222
('ourom cillrmt Ihm«ummrr: Span inl. Span KU. S|wn lo.i.
Siwn lai. Span VJ2. Spjn U4. and Hum :ilo. Mum 31a. KNOL
<>r

Vio.
for flinhrr intomuilinn. mnlnrt
Dr. Jumps Kppsp . ■ '.'i6-ll?i)
e-mail jkeesei« calpolv.rtiu
Dr. William Martinpz.
r-mail wmartinpiu calpolv.e<iu
Rose Whitvmrth. 756-71P6
e-mail rwhitwor(a calpoly.edu
For Application visit our web«ite:http;//w’ww.continuinK-pd.
calpoly.edu/travel mex.html or call (805) 756-205.1
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The BEST Patio
with the BEST Happy Hour Prices!
6 Draft beers to choose from, lowest price in town 3-7:30 P.M. Daily!
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State briefs
M O RRO BAY (AP) — The
tirm buying Morro Bay’s aging
power plant said it will go ahead
with upgrades and shorten the
landinark 4.S()-toot-tall smoke
stacks.
The more efficient plant will
produce nearly 20 percent more
electricity.
New Jersey-based LS Bower
expects to have a final permit for
the upgrade by the end of the
vear. but there was no estimate on
when work would start.
• • •
OAKLAND (AP) — A blind
college student sued retail giant
Target C^orp. claiming the compa
ny’s Web site is inaccessible to the
blind and violates state and federal
access laws.
The lawsuit claims that blind
online customers cannot complete
a purchase without another per
son’s help because the site requires
the use of a mouse and lacks
“compliant alt-text,” a code that
allows screen-reading software to
interpret an image and describe it
to blind computer users.
• • •
FONTANA (AP) — Racial
tensions between blacks and
Hispanics erupted in a lunchtime
fist- and bottle-throwing melee
between 30 students at A.B. Miller
High School.
There were no serious injuries.
Police officers used pepper spray
to subdue one resistant student
and a female student slapped an
officer, interim school police
Chief joe McCann said.
The 4,3(K)-student school was
locked down after Tuesday’s brawl
and some after-school activities
were canceled.
• • •
EL M O N T E (AP) — A
dozen people arrested for an elec
tronics heist allegedly stole more
than S574,(MM) in merchandise
from a Howard’s TV & Appliance
warehouse.
Most of those arrested were
warehouse and delivery employees
for the El Monte warehouse when
the merchandise was stolen
between September 2(M>4 and
January 2(K)6, police Detective
Brian Click said.
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Firefighter race clock and weather to control two SoCal fires
Jacob Adelman
A S S O t:iM h l) 1‘H.HSS

MALIBU — Firefighter raced the
clock Wednesday to control fires in
Orange CA)unt\’ and near Malibu as
forecasts called for hO-degree heat
and 40 mph winds later in the day.
“It’s definitely a concern ... it’s
going to get hotter and drier,” Los
Angeles C^oiiim- tire Inspector John
Mancha said.
“Everything's dry. All the brush is
dry and really vulnerable to going
off,” he said.
Nearly 200 Firefighter and a halfdozen helicopters were rushed to a
small wildfire in the Santa Monica
Mountains behind Malibu early
Wednesday. The 25-acre fire was
creeping slowly southwest but did
not immediately threaten any homes
and no injuries were reported.
However, three elementary schools
and a high school were closed as a
precaution.
In Orange Ciounty, a 7,(MK)-acre
fire in the Cleveland National Forest
was less than a quarter encircled.
Temperatures were rising, humidi
ty was falling and Santa Ana winds
were whipping up, said Dennis Shell,
a spokesman for the Orange County
Fire Authority.
“Today’s going to be a very critical
day for us,” Shell said.
The National Weather Service
issued a warning for red flag condi-

AS.S(X:iATEn PRHSS

Santa Ana firefighter Ron Lara shoots water on a fire burning in the
median of a toll road as a brushfire near Anaheim on Monday.
tions of high fire danger for Southern
C’alifornia through 4 p.m.
The fire in coastal Los Angeles
C'ounty outside Malibu began shordy
before 5 a.m. and was caused by a
burning car, authorities said.
Televised news reports showed a
burned-out sport utility vehicle on a
dirt mad above a canyon.
The fire burned in shoulder-high
chaparral between Látigo and Malibu
canyons.
Early on, TV helicopters showed
huge walls of flames eating thmugh
scrub brush and crawling up hillsides
a few miles northwest of the
Pepperdine University campus.

A few hours later. Firefighter had
doused the main flames and were
concentrating on smaller hot spots.
“With these type of winds, there’s
always a possibility of embers being
picked up and dropped somewhere,”
tire Inspector Sam Padilla said.
Nearly 2(K) Firefighter wea* bat
tling the blaze, aided by six waterdaipping county and Los Angeles city
helicopters. Bulldozers and hand
crews were carving firebreaks but
having trouble because of the steep
and rocky terrain, Padilla said.
Firefighter were stationed in front
of some houses a mile or two from
the firefixint.

Juliana Barbassa
ASStX IA TE I) I'RESS

WATSONVILLE — Along a fogblanketed swath of coastline waiting
to burst forth with vivid colors, there
are signs of the yesterdays, todays and
tomorrows of the flower industry.
Empty greenhouses flank Josh
Dautoff’s farm, relics of the bust that
came when cheap imports drove his
neighbors out of business. Tiny yel
low bulbinellas, tropical red-andwhite amaryllis and more than 150
other varieties replace the daisies his
parents grew in the simpler days of
floral farming, when a family could
make a living with one flower. A

barren six-acre plot will soon hold
the seeds of a future crop of organ
ic sunflowers.
“People come to us looking for
something different,” said Dautoff,
29. “No one’s coming to me now
asking for organic flowers. But I have
faith that they will.”
Farmers who weathered a wave of
cheap imports in the last decade by
coaxing their fields to yield hundreds
of harder-to-find varieties are
increasingly betting on o i^n ic flow
ers, a nascent industry that is taking
bloom on the heels of the organicfood boom.
Though the market for organic
flowers is still small — sales totaled

ì u l l

$8 million in 2(M)3, a fraction of the
$19.4 billion consumers spent on all'
flowers nationally — it’s growing fast
as consumers wary of chemicals start
looking for the same standard in
other products such as soaps, cloth
ing, cosmetics — and Valentine’s Day
bouquets.
There’s no evidence that organic
flowers are healthier, but consumers
are increasingly willing to pay more
for products made without chemi
cals harmful to workers or the envi
ronment.
Organic flower sales are expected
to grow 13 percent annually through
2(K)8, according to the Organic
Trade Association.
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Many in the industry hope the
decision to go organic will eventual
ly be an environmentally friendly but
also a financially sound alternative for
farmers trying to stay afloat, just as
finding interesting new flowers, col
ors and shapes helped them survive
when foreign competition was crush
ing local production in the 1990s.
“There’s going to be a learning
curve, because flowers have to look
good, and they’re very susceptible to
all kinds of pests,” said Peggy Dillon,
a spokeswoman with the California
Cut Flower Commission. “But the
organic foods movement took a
while to leave the health food store,
and now it’s big business.”

RETURN OF CAL POLY NIGHT

o n d a y

W

The canyons are historical fire
corridors. Destructive wind-pushed
wildfires swept from the Calabasas
area to Malibu in 1993 and 1996,
destroying hundreds of homes.
“The whole Malibu area has had
a history of fire,” Padilla said.
In C')range County, a wildfire that
authorities believe was sparked by
remnants of a controlled burn grew
in size overnight hut crews made
significant progress in containing it.
The blaze just east of the cities ot
Orange and Anaheim had burned
7,179 acres and was 18 percent
contained.
More than 1,()()() Firefighter
were on scene. Shell said. Ten
w'ater-dropping helicopters and five
planes were fighting the blaze. Shell
said.
He estimated firefighting costs at
$1.5 million.
Remnants of a controlled burn
fanned to life by Santa Ana winds
are believed to have caused the
blaze, which triggered the evacua
tion of more than 2,0(K) homes, a
US. Forest Service official said. All
evacuation orders have been lifted.
“I am very regretful of the situa
tion I find myself in tonight,” Chief
Rich Hawkins of the Cleveland
National Forest told reporters
Tuesday evening at the fire com
mand post. “The fact that nobody’s
home has burned down and no
one’s been killed, that’s a godsend.”

Flower growers bet on or^nic alternatives for business benefits
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National
briefs
W ASH INGTON (AP) —
After weeks of insisting it would
not reveal details of its domestic
eavesdropping, the White House
reversed course Wednesday and
provided a House committee
with highly classified informa
tion about the program. The
White House has been under
heavy pressure from lawmakers
who wanted more information
about the National Security
Agency's monitoring. Democrats
and many Kepublicans rejected
the administration's implicit sug
gestion that they could not be
trusted with national security
secrets.
• • •
BIRM IN G H A M , Ala. (AP)
Federal agents said Wednesday
they were looking for a dark
sport utility vehicle in the inves
tigation of nine rural Alabama
church fires. Two members of
CMd Union Baptist (diurch in
Bibb C'ounty said they saw just
such a vehicle driving slowly by
the church at Brierfieid when
they arrived moments alter the
fire was set around 4:05 aan.
Friday.
• • •
W ASH INGTON (AP) —
('Onsidering they share responsi
bility for 50 million children,
parents and teachers sure have
some different views about what
goes on in school. From disci
pline to standardized tests to the
quality of high schools, parents
and teachers disagree on basic
aspects of education, an AB-AOL
Learning Services I’oll finds.
• • •
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Fired of waiting in the dark for
the lights to come back on, Walter
Vine took matters into his own
hands: He unscrewed his electri
cal meter and rigged it to bring
power into his flood-damaged
home.
Vine, a building contractor,
broke the law and risked serious
injury or death. But like so many
others in this hurricane-ravaged
city, he figured it was the only
way to avoid the red tape and
hair-pulling frustration so many
have faced in trying to get their
electricity restored.
“People cannot possibly do this
by the book and stay in the city,”
said Vine, who lives a block from
one of the city’s former nuyors in
the
upper-middle-class
B roadm oor neighborhood.
• • •
H O U ST O N (AP) — A jury
Wediiesd.iy convicted three peo
ple in the nation’s deadliest
hum,m smuggling attempt, m
which IP people died after being
left inside an airtight truck trailer.
The defendants, all U.S. citi
zens, were convicted of conspira
cy to harbor and transport illegal
immigrants, as well as other
counts. All face life in prison.
Prosecutors say the three hid
the immigrants in their home and
moved them to other stash hous
es before the group was packed
into the trailer in South Tex,is.
The jury had to decide whether
each defendant was responsible
for the smuggling of each immi
grant involved.
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Bush condemns Muslim
violence; Rice sees Iran,
Syria effort to inflame
Terence H unt
ASSeX lA ll I) 1‘RISS

WASHINC'.TON — President
Bush condemned the deadly rioting
sparked by cartoons of the prophet
Muhammad on Wednesday, and his
secretary of state accused Iran and
Syria of trying “to inflame senti
ments” across the Muslim world.
Bush urged foreign leaders to halt
the spreading violence and to protect
diplomats in besieged embassies.
Fhe president spoke out about the
controversy for the first time, signal
ing deepening White House concern
about violent protests stemming
from the publication of caricatures in
Denmark’s Jyllands-Posten and
reprinted in European media and
elsewhere in the past week.
“We reject violence as a way to
e.xpress discontent with w hat may be
printed in a free press,” the president
said.
At the same time. Bush admon
ished the press that its freedom
comes with “the responsibility to be
thoughtful about others.”
Bush commented alongside King
Abdullah II of Jordan at the White
Flouse. Abdullah, too, called for
protests to be peaceful, but he also
spoke against ridicule of Islam’s holi
est figure.
“With all respect to press free
doms, obviously anything that vilifies
the Prophet Muhammad, peace be
upon him, or attacks Muslim sensi
bilities, I believe, needs to be con
demned,” the king said.
In Afghanistan, meanwhile, police
killed four people as protesters
marched on a U.S. military base.
There was increasing talk, both in
the U.S. and abroad, that some for
eign governments as well as extrem
ist groups were fanning the violetu
protests.
At the State Department,
Secretary of State C'ondoleezza Rice
said,“lran and Syria have gone out of
their way to inflame sentiments and
to use this to their own purposes.
And the world ought to call them on
it.”
There is little doubt that there is
genuine anger throughout the
Muslim world, where images of the
revered Prophet Muhammad w'lth a
bomb strapped to his head are con

sidered racist and deeply insulting.
In the post-Sept. I 1 world,
Muslims already feel the brunt of the
war on terror and the invasions of
Iraq and Afghanistan, said Diaa
Rashwan, with the Al-Ahram
Center for Political and Strategic
Studies in C'airo, Egy pt.
“That only further fueled the
anger this time around,” he said, the
cartoons releasing bottled-up anger
and frustration.
In Afghanistan, U.S. military
spokesman (lol. James Yonts said,
“Other countries .ire having the
same demonstrations, same prob
lems,” when he was ,isked ifal-Qaida
and the Taliban may h,ive been
involved.
And Zahor Afghan, editor of
Erada, Afghanistan’s most respected
new'spaper, said that “there are defi
nitely people using this to incite vio
lence against the presence of foreign
ers in Afghanistan.”
On Tuesday, Bush had called
Denmark’s prime minister to express
“our support and solidarity” in the
wake of the violence.
In the midst of a campaign to
blunt widespread anti-American
sentiment across the Mideast, Bush
sought to halance his remarks by
urging the media to be sensitive to
religious beliefs.
“We believe in a free press,” the
president said. “We also recognize
that with freedom comes responsi
bilities. With freedom comes the
responsibility to be thoughtful about
others.”
Sitting alongside him, Jordan's
Abdullah
said,
“ Islam,
like
Cdiristianity and Judaism, is a religion
of peace, tolerance, moderation.”
Bush said the furious reaction to
the publication of the cartoons
“requires a lot of discussion and a lot
of sensitive thought.”
“I first w'.int to make it very clear
to people around the world that ours
is a nation that believes in tolerance
and understanding,” the president
said. “In America we welcome peo
ple of all faiths.
“One of the great attributes of
our country is that you’re free to
worship however you choose in
the United States of America,” the
president said.

ASSlH lAI 1 1) l‘Rl SS

The Virgin Atlantic Global Flyer piloted by Steve Fossett flies over the
Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Florida on Wednesday. He took off from
the Kennedy Space Center landing facility shortly before 7:30 a.m.

Aviation adventuiier
takes o ff in attem pt
to set distance record
Mike Schneider
ASS(K IAI n> I'khSS

C'.APE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
Adventurer Steve Fossett shot
down a three-mile runway in an
experimental aircraft Wednesday
and took ofl on an attempt to break
a 20-year-old flight distance
record.
Fossett’s lightweight, glider-like
airplane lifted off from a runw.iy at
Kennedy Space CTuner imrmally
used fur space shuttle landings. It
hit two birds during takeoff but
wasn’t damaged, said Jim Ball, a
NASA manager at the Kennedy
Space (Tuner. Once it was air
borne, the plane’s long, flexible
wings lifted slightly upward.
“The roll was longer than we
anticipated but that’s why he want
ed to use a 15,(MK)-foot runway,”
Ball said.
Fossett’s goal is a nearly 27,(MMimile trip, once around the world
and then across the Atlantic again,
w'ith a landing outside London.
If successful, the 3-day trip
would break the previous airplane
record of 24,987 miles set in 1986
by the Voyager aircraft piloted by
Dick Rutan and Jeanna Yeager, as
well as the balloon record of
25,361 miles set by the Breitling
Orbiter 3 in 1999.

“Mountain climbing was my
original sport ... and I’ve never
tired from the satisfaction of get
ting to the top of a mountain,”
Fossett said in a recent interview.
A fuel leak Tuesday in Fossett’s
aircraft delayed his takeoff, but after
a quick fix, the plane was ready to
go again.
Shortly before 7:30 a.m.
Wednesday, it became the first
experimental airplane built by the
private sector to take off from (\ipe
(^in.iveral.
During his 80 hours in the air.
Fossett will take power naps no
longer than five minutes each and
drink a steady diet of nutritious
milkshakes. His plane is equipped
with a paMchute pack holding a
one-man raft and a satellite rescue
beacon, just in case.
Fossett already holds the record
for flying solo around the globe in
a balloon and for being the first
person to circle the globe solo in a
plane without stopping or refuel
ing. That flight last year lasted 67
hours and also was hampered by a
fuel leak.
He is using the same plane, the
Virgin Atlantic (ilobal Flyer, which
has a 114-foot wing span, in his lat
est quest. Both ventures were
financed by Virgin Atlantic Airways
founder Richard Branson.
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Thank You
Students!
Tor h e lp in g to m ake last year’s
M ardi Ciras w eek en d safe & sane.
■C ■
3TT

Your help turned it around last year. Smaller and friendlier crowds — fewer
t

t.

.arrests — violence curtailed...and you m ade the difference.

IVe need your help again this year.

¥■' 1 .

TO SUPPORT THE EFFORT, THERE WILL
BE:
c

? !0 is * ...

. WC.
V?.

r

• 300+ law enforcement officers on duty for the weekend
• DUI check points throughout SLO

^

• Violation costs tripled citywide
• University discipline for student violators
• Special fines in effect for flashing and nudity
San Luis Obispo belongs to all of us. Please help keep it safe. Tell your friends
looking for Mardi Gras parties to stay home the weekend of February 24th.

The

PartyStill Over
Is

WWW. Mard iGrasS LO.com
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Xenadrine

Lean Mass Complex
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Multi-Whey Isolate
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Direct
Cal Poly
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S tu d io s p r o fitin g from
d ir e c t-to -D V D film s
Colleen Murray
I )AII Y I lU )|AN (US( )

LOS ANGELES — Fans of “The
Emperor’s New Groove,” “liainhi”
and “Stuart Little" are in luck: All of
the preceding movies have sequels
released or set for release in
Or, for aficionados of movies who
are over the age of 9, the films ,ire
coming straight to DVD.
Not only can potential moviewatchers ,i\’(hd a theater full of
screaming toddlers, they can order
them online and watch the movies
while snuggled up in Spider-Man
sheets.
Hut for those w ith different tastes,
children’s movies aren’t the only
genre capitalizing on the direct-toDVD phenomenon.
Expect “1)r. 1)oolittle 3,’’“lk‘hind
Enemy Lines II; l.and of the
Morning C'alm” and ptissihly “Hulk
2" to be released later this year.
This influx of films that aren’t
released theatrically coincides
with a decline in theater revenues
and an increase in DVD sales, a
fact of which major directors have
taken note.
On Jan. 27, director Steven
Soderbergh released “Hubble,” a
mystery genre-w'ise and an experi
ment in terms of the strategy of its
release.
Soderbergh s low-budget film was
released in 32 Landmark Theaters
around the country and, on the same
night, had its television premiere on
the HDNet Movies channel.
On the Tuesday following the
theatrical release, the “Bubble” DVD
hit retail outlets. Soderbergh s exper
iment generated quite a bit of buzz
and by the end of the first weekend
of release. Business Wire reported
that “Bubble,” partially through boxoffice revenue, but niosdy with I )VI)
preorders and other revenue genera
tors, had gros.sed $5 million.
Although Soderberghs approach
is groundbreaking, this rush to DVD
release is, by no means, new.
The traditional window between

a movie’s release in theaters and on
DVD has narrowed to four months.
The cjuicker the film hits stores,
the quicker the studios can reap
lucrative 1)V1) profits.
DVD sales, according to figures
from the Digital Entertainment
Group, increased in 20(6 to $10.3
billion, while Exhibitor Kelations
Cio. estimates that box-office revenue
for 200.3 was SS.9 billion, down from
2004’s figures of $9.4 billion.
Although the box-office numbers
are slumping, theaters are still gener
ating revenue.
The concerns of the theaters
haven’t stopped I'aramount Hictures
from launching the new DVD
I'remiere Ciroup in hopes of capital
izing on the success of direct-toI )VI) movies.
Out orEuesd.iy’s new releases, two
(“Bambi II” and “Dungeons A
Dragons 2 — Wrath of the Dragtin
Ciod”) have never seen theaters.
Seeing studios embrace these
direct-to-DVD films is promising to
some aspiring directors, such as
Larry Bryant, a University of
Southern Cialifornia School of
Ciinema-Television third-year grad
uate student.
“I like straight-to-DVD movie's
mainly because it provides more
opportunities for not only film stu
dents starting out, but indie film
makers that don’t have the exposure
that a director working for a studio
has,” Bryant said.
Beginning a caa'er with movies
that do not have theatrical releases
doesn't have the same stigma as it
might have befoo.', Bryant said.
As a film student, Bryant said he
knows that the subset of DVDs is
becoming more of a launch pad than
a fallback.
“If a straight-to-DVD movie
becomes popular, it can become a
cult hit, which can catapult a direc
tors career,” Bryant said.“I personal
ly don’t as.stx'iate them with lowerquality movies because I know that
there are a lot of talented filmnukers
that are starting out this way."
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The flamenco group Nuevo Ballet Español stomps through the Christopher Cohan Center today at 8 p.m.

C l a p , s t o m p , fla m e n c o
Holly Burke
M U S IA N !. DAIIY

The acclaimed flamenco fusion
group Nuevo Ballet Español will
perform at the C'hristopher Cxihaii
CT'iiter tonight.
The groLip, led by choreographers
and performers Angel Kojas and
C'arlos Kodriguez, will perform
“Flamenco Directo,” which com
bines traditional flamenco with bal
let and Jazz dancing.
According to a press release,
Nuevo Ballet Español was formed
in 1995 after Rojas and Rodriguez
shared the award for “best dancer”
in Spain’s 1994 Flamenco Annual
C'horeography Awards. Though the
group toured extensively m Eumpe,
they did not receive notoriety in the
United States until 2(K)2, when they
were featured in a PBS television
show called “Fury,” featuring 24
dancers and 13 musicians.
“Flamenco Directo” premiered in
the Teatro de Madrid in 1998. This
performance was the first in a twoyear tour. The group toured exten
sively in Europe, visiting France.

Finland. Spain, Italy, Holland,
(iermany and Belgium.
“Flamenco I )irecto” is the gmtip’s
fourth production.The show incltides
genuine flamenco and contemporarv’
dance, adding a new dimension to
contemporary flamenco.
“(Flamenco I )irecto) is one of our
best shows,” Rodriguez said. “It is
our first tour in (the United States)
and we thought it would (portray
our company) the best.”
Rodriguez also designs the
group’s costumes. He is also a
choreographer for the Jose Antonio
Spanish Ballet. He collaborated
with other artists in the 2005
Flamenco Festival’s show “The
Four Elements.”
Rojas teaches dance and choreo
graphs for other companies. He also
choreographs for Jose Antonio
Spanish Ballet and his worked for
them a.s a solo dancer.
Flamenco music and dance dates
back to 19th century Andalusia, a
region in Spain. Its exact origin is
unclear but may have been invented
by Spanish gypsies. The pa.ssionate
dance involves bright costumes with

the d,incers clapping their hands and
stomping their feet.
“(American) audiences (receive) us
ver\- well.They are very kind (to) us,”
Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez
believes
that
American audiences interpret the
energy of Spanish dance especially
well when compared to the
European countries that Nuevo
Ballet Español has toured.
“I’m excited to see the show,’’ said
Horatio Heredia, a civil engineering
graduate student and the president
and dance coordinator of the ASI club
Imagen y Espiritu B.illet Folklonco.
“I’ve taken flamenco before and the
style is very interesting.”
According to Heredia, flamenco
classes are not currently being
offered in the San Luis Obispo area.
The nearset class is at Allan Hancock
College in Santa Maria.
Nuevo Ballet Español will per
form today at 8 p.m. at the
Christopher ('ohan Center.
Tickets range from $26 to $38 at
the Performing Arts Ticket Office.
Student discounts are available.
Order online at www.pacslo.org.
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• /ii/L liiu L' with Jack' (Liberal viete)

• '¡he Ri'i’ht Itiiy {('ousereafii'e riew/
by Jack Ingram and Brian Eller
W ednesday - Poly Point-blank

I'hcASI president writes about the
issues he finds important to the student
body.
by Tylor Muldlcstadt
Thursday - Sex colu m n s
• Daniel Sexplains it All (Male view)

• I huicr the Covers with Janice
(hemalc view)
by Daniel Ciingras and Janice Edman
Friday - Two Classy G ents

I'hey've taken on ¡\e.sident Baker,
Siientoloi^y, love-ntakin\i and Chuck
Liddell. What will our luunor columnists
take on ne.\t?
by Mike Matzke and Dong Bmzzoiie
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interview,

becomes tolerable, if (and
only it) you
transform it into a drinking game w'here every
time Martin Lawrence delivers an unfunny line,
you shoot tequila. The c.xample that goes back the
farthest is drinking and sporting events, which
have been paired for thousands of years.
So, combining activities to heighten sensations
is everywhere in our culture, and unsurprisingly
the idea to combine sex and food appears here and
there too, like in “Seinfeld” or the well-known
whip-cream bikini scene in “Varsity Blues.” But,
do college-age people partake in this or not? I

I e n n y
M c C' a r t h y
claimed to have had the best orgasm of her life
while “eating strawberries and (having sex).” At
the end of the night, it is even a commonly under
stood sexual invitation to invite somebody into
your home for coffee or a drink. And lastly, a
quick trip to condom.com showed a variety of
condoms in flavors like banana, cherry, mint,
strawberry, and vanilla, or my choice of brandname lubricants in pina colada, passion fruit,
vanilla cream or chocolate raspberry, items that
are by no means part of a food fetish, but
nonetheless tie food to sex.
In the end, Cîeorge got
burned for trying to fur
ther indulge by adding
television, to form the
perfect
"trifecta”
between fot>d, TV and
sex. And who knows,
maybe biting into a
C^irl’s Junior Six-Dollar
Restaurant
burger,
watching ABC'/s “Lost.”
and ejaculating at the
same time might really be
the best thing on earth.
^ o u r little hamlet isn't
But for the time being.
exactly the red light
I’m fine with keeping
district of Amsterdam
things one-dimensional
in the bedroom. As l,arry
when it comes to ways
the Liable (¡uy s.iys,“ If I’d
to get down. But never
wanted a banana split. I
fear, because I have
would have gone to the
already done all the
local dairy queen.”
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Danish cartoons provoke the w rong response
David Salinas
THF. D A IIY C :O U C A R (U . H O U S T O N )

HC')USTC)N — Did the prophet
Muhammad really espouse violence? In the
past week it seems a lot of people believe he
did, considering their willingness to burn
down buildings and wreak havoc over entire
cities because of a cartoon.
The cartoon that has enraged many
Muslims was first printed in a Danish news
paper in September and it depicted the
Muslim prophet Muhammed wearing a
bomb-shaped turban. O ther European
newspapers across Europe have reproduced
the image since then, causing the uproar.
While the newspapers that did publish this
cartoon are completely stupid, the violent
response is ten times more idiotic.
In Islam, it is considered blasphemous to
depict the prophet Muhammed at all, so it is
completely understandable that people
would get upset about these newspapers
publishing caricatures of him. What is not

LETTER S
TO THE EDITOR
College is a choice, K-12 is
not
After reading Brian Eller’s “The
Right Way” about competition being
the answer, I was appalled at how
one-sided his views are. He present
ed information in the wrong way by
failing to mention the key difference
between someone who chooses to
attend college, and a K-12 student.
Minors are required, by law, to attend
school (its called compulsory educa
tion). Once you get out of high
school or reach the age o f 18, there
is no force compelling you to con
tinue on with your education. This
simply solves the answer of how and
why America has the best universities
around. People choose to continue
on to them. And the people that
choose to do so are not the ones
who were busy skipping school, or
not turning in homework. They
were the ones who took notes,
attended school, tried and realized
the importance of an ediic.ation. It is
very hanf to educate someone wht>
does not want to be there. For him
to compare these entiady difieR-nt
systems. s>ne of choice and one of
force, is wR)iig.
As for competition being the
answer ... he s.iid that when he
R 'tiR 's he wants to “drive a super
cool, American-made and developed,
hydmgeii car.” This is ,i vers' patriotu
thing to do. however. Americanmade fars suck, not because of a kick
of intelligence in the designers, but
because of America's .iddiction with
materialistic items. Looking around
at Ckil Polv. I see countless truck'
getting horrible g.is mileage. The
ow ners of these ne.ists are the ver\
reason American car manut.icturer.
are so hesit.int ibout making energsefficient car^
D a sid H ansen

ijnw w nailiV IiohuhIiumI mvvivs (nshiiiiiii

Bravo to the straw-man
argument
In response to Mr. Allen’s letter 1
must s.iy, bravo! What a wonderful
example of a str.i\v||-n]ian arguinent.
In my onginalMctterl t^lairred

understandable is the thought process that
goes from feeling offended to deciding that
the appropriate retaliation wtnild be to van
dalize and destroy buildings.
But by looking at the throngs of people
yelling in the streets of various cities, it’s
clear many people felt that this was appro
priate. Danish and Norwegian diplomatic
missions in Damascus were set ablaze on
Saturday and the Danish consulate in Beirut
was burned on Sunday. Monday in Iran, riot
ers smashed the windows of an Austrian
embassy, which holds the rotating presidency
of the European Union. Demonstrators have
even been killed in Afghanistan and Somalia
as police tried to quell the rage.This isn’t the
first example of people using religion as an
excuse to be violent, however.
Throughout human history, people have
used religion to justify death. From the
Spanish Inquisition to the attacks of 9/11,
people have perverted their own perceptions
of religion to accomplish some personal
conquest.

how, by being “pro-responsibility,”
one could be against killing the
unborn (i.e. pro-life) and yet still
support the death penalty for some
one guilty of a crime carrying that
punishment. 1 also happened to use
murder as an example of such a
crime but notice how cleverly Mr.
Allen pointed out that other crimes
carry the death penalty followed by
an accusation that either I intention
ally deceived my audience or 1
thought murder was the only crime
punishable by death. At this point an
astute reader may ask, “What does
the fact that there are other crimes,
besides murder, that carry the death
penalty have to do with supporting
the death penalty for individuals
responsible for committing such
crimes?” To that I would have to say,
“Nothing at all — congratulations,
you have spotted the straw man!”
Kevin Cumblidge
Co/ f\}/y i^adnate, 2002

When filmmaker Kevin Smith released
the controversial movie “Dogma,” which
skewered Christianity and C'atholicism
specifically, he received death threats from
infuriated Americans. Some people have
gone beyond just threats, however, and
bombed abortion clinics and killed doctors
in the name of Cdiristianity and, ironically,
under the “pro-life” sentiment. So, it’s
important not to single out Islam or any reli
gion in general.
It is important to respect everyone’s reli
gion, but it is also important to realize that
not everyone follows the same creed. Besides
the violeiij:e, the most annoying thing about
this cartoon controversy is that the rioters
have this notion they can somehow push
their own beliefs on other people. While the
newspapers were wrong in publishing the
cartoon in the context they did — especial
ly with the inexcusable bomb-shaped turban
— someone who isn’t Muslim has every
right to depict Muhammad. We’re not all
following the same rules here.

Also annoying is the fact that there are riots
over this moronic cartoon, yet these particul.ir
Muslims have not shown the same anger toward
the people who use Islam to justify the kidnap
ping of C'.hristian Science Monitor reporter Jill
C'arroll. But 1 guess, like some Cdiristians and
gay marriage, these members of Islam don't pri
oritize with relevance in mind.
Every religion has an extremist sect, and the
people noting tod.iv are in that sect of Islam
Though It should seem obvious, it's impor
tant to note that most Muslims disagree with
the violence that has taken place.
If European newspapers wanted to have ,i
debate over Islam and its significance in toreign
policy, they could have gone about this in a
much smarter way. Instead of rioting, people
could have had a much greater impact by h.i\ing peacefi.ll demonstratitrns in protest.
It would have made those newspapers look
even more foolish and hateful. But cartoons
usually target the lowest common denomi
nator in a society, and it looks like this one
hit its mark.
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It%about more than math
and science
Andy Scott: As a f e l l o w engineer, I
also agree that our country’s policy
on education hasn’t been perfect.
Things should change in the math
and sciences, and some of the fingers
you pointed w e a - p R ) g R “s s i v e l y
informed. However, when you
bring up intelligent design, stem-cell
research and global warming, it
seems you have (werstepped your
mechanical engineering authorits’.
CCorrect me if I am wmng, but these
subjects you speak of lie predomi
nantly within the spheres of kiw,
ethics, statistics and the life sciences.
Flow does laminar flow fit in? 1
would also like to suggest that not all
SI lentists “universally” agree upon the
non-scientific actualitx' of intelligent
design. You should R \ id a bcrok by
Michael Belie, rediscover the claim'
of New ton, contemplate the writings
of Kant or simplv (being the scientist
tliat voii are) investigate the order
and iiniforniits in all those equations
vou use ui explain the natural world
around vou. I am no authoritx on
these subjects, but tlmse am.iziiig fig
ures mentioned will certainly do.
I'l-rhaps the second law of thermodvnaniics isn’t one vou apply, but
that would mean that you are one of
these unfortun.ue students our edu
cation system has let down
Mark Taylor
Airhitntural an^mntui senior

JAMES GLEN m u s t a n o o a i i y
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International Shiite leader calls for respect for hum an rights
On Wednesday, the U.S. militar)’ near a bridge in Latifsah between
control the Inferior and Hefense
Paul Garwood
briefs
ministries. Shiites, who were sup said an Army soldier from tlie 4th Baghdad and Karbala were defused
ASS(M l A i r n l■KIS'■

PO R T-A U -PR IN C E, H aiti
(AP) — A spokesman for former
Haitian President Rene Preval said
Wednesday that unconfirmed
early results showed him with a
uide lead in the country's presi
dential race _ even though many
ballots were still being carried in
from remote polling places by
plane, truck and mule.
• • •

QALAT, Afghanistan (AP)
Police
killed
four
people
Wednesday as Afghans enraged
over drawings of the Prophet
Muhammad marched on a U.S.
military base in a volatile southern
province, directing their anger not
against Europe but America. The
U.S. base was targeted because the
United States “is the leader of
Europe and the leading infidel in
the world,” said Sher Mohammed,
a 4()-year-old farmer who suffered
a gunshot wound while taking
part in the demonstration in the
city of Qalat.
• • •

PARIS (A P ) ~ A “highly
pathogenic” strain of the H5N1
bird flu virus has been found in
poultry stocks in Nigeria, the
Paris-based World Organization
for Animal Health said Wednesday.
Nigeri.i reported the outbreak
in Jaji, a village in the northern
Kaduna state, according to the
organization known bv the
at ronyin OlE. Lab tests have iden
tified “a highly pathogenic
N SN l” strain, it said in a state
ment.
• • •

M EXICO CITY (AP) —
Mexico issued a complaint Tuesday
against an American-owned hotel
that — under pressure from the
U.S. government — expelled a
group of C-uban businessmen
meeting with U.S. energy execu
tives, saying the company violated
investment and trade protection
laws.
The U.S. Treasurs’ 1)epartment
confirmed that the Hotel Maria
Isabel Sheraton in Mexico ('ity
was told to expel the Chiban dele
gation in compliance with the U.S.
embargo against business with
I uba or C'ubatis.The meeting was
imived to a Mexican-owned hotel
Saturday.
“The hotel in Mexico ihr\’ is a
US. subsidiary, and therefore pmhibited from providing a service to
(hiba or ('.uban nationals.” said
Hrookly Mcl aughlin, a spokesman
for the departments Office of
foreign Assets ('ontml. He was
reterring to the Helms-Burton
l.iw, which tightened U.S. trade
sanctions first imposed against
(aiba III IPbl .

IJAtiHDAH, lrat| — Iracjs most
influential Shiite politician urged
Shiite-led security forces Wednesday
to j>ay atfeiition to liiiman i iglits, a
gesture aimed at appeasing Sunni
Arabs who accuse police of murder
and abuse The U.S. command
reported rliiee more American troops
have died.
Building a powerful, yet legitimate,
Iraqi police force and army is crucial
for the U.S. strategy of transferring
security responsibility to the Iraqis so
that U.S. and other international
troops can begin heading home.
Ahead of a major religious event
Thursday, Shiite leader Abdul-Aziz
al-Hakim addressed Sunni concerns
when he urged security forces to
obey the constitution in pertbrniing
their duties.
“We call upon our faithful securi
ty forces ... to continue strongly con
fronting terrorists but with more
consideration to human rights,” alHakim said in a nationally televised
speech at a Shiite mosque attended
by 5,(MK) people.
Allegations of human rights abuses
threaten talks aimed at forming a new
government comprising Shiites,
Kurds and Sunni Arabs. The U.S.
hopes these efforts will blunt the
Sunni Arab-led insurgency by having
key members of that community’
handed positions of power.
The flashpoint issue is who will

pressed under Saddam 1lussein, want
both security posts.
But the once-dominant Sunnis,
whose influence waned after
Saddam’s fall, oppose hard-line Shiites
— particularly current Interior
Minister Bayan jabr — winning the
posts. They cite allegations of wide
spread arrests and killings of Sunnis
by security' forces made up of pur
ported Shiite sympathizers and mili
tiamen.
U.N. envoy Ashraf Jehangir Qazi
met the head of a prominent Sunni
group, the Association of Muslim
Scholars, Wednesday for talks on
Sunni allegations of human rights
abuses.
“We have emphasized to the Iraqi
government the need to stop these
nightly raids and we constantly pur
sue the veracity of these allegations,”
U.N. spokesman Said Arikat said.“We
worry that if these acts continue, they
can only exacerbate the same kind of
violence, which will widen the gap
between the two different communities.
A senior U.S. official said change
was needed within the Interior
Ministry, particularly in the way secu
rity forces conduct operations in
Sunni Arab neighborhoods. The offi
cial, who declined to be identified
further in line with protocol, said
ending the insurgency would be
much more difficult without a credi
ble Iraqi leadership or security force.

Nepalese vote marred by low
turnout after rebel assault
Binaj G urubacharya
ASMK lATri) rm ss

KATMANDU, Nepal — A rebel
attack and an army sluioting of pro
testers marred Nepal’s first elections
in seven years, as tew voters turned
out Wednesday at scIuh>1s, shrines
and temples for mumcipal balloting
seen as a referendum on the king. At
le.ast SIX people were killed.
.Maoist rebels and nearly all the
major political parties had pledgeil to
disrupt the poll — calling it a .sham
intended to legitimize the rule of
King (iyanendra, who seized power a
year ago. The governnient warned it
would shoot amoiie trying to do so.
\ftcr polis I losed at
a.in.
LSI. Uhift Hecfion Commissioner
Keshav Kaj Ka|bhaiulari said preliminarv turnout was just over 20 per
cent nationwide, fhe final figure w.is
still being tabulated.
Before the vote, officials predicted

privately that turnout would be
about 30 percent. Results were not
expected until Thursday.
Hours before polls closed in the
southwestern town of Dang, the
army said “soldiers were compelled
to open fire” on some 150 protest
ers trying to interfere with the vote.
One person was killed and one was
injured.
Attempts to reach Dang by tele
phone to verity the army’s account
were unsuccessful because phones
there were not working. It was
unclear why.
Three communist rebels were
killed in two separate clashes. The
1>efense Ministry said two rebels
were killed when Maoist insurgents
launched a major assault hours
before polls opened on the eastern
town of Dhankuta, where the guer
rillas bombed at least 12 govern
ment buildings and destroyed the
local bank.

Squadron, 14th Cavalry Regiment
died of wounds suffered three dav's
earlier in a roadside bombing in
Anbar province.
A Marine assigned to the 2nd
Marine Logistics (iroup, II Marine
Expeditionary Force was killed
Monday in a bombing in Anbar, the
command said.
Another Marine assigned to the
2nd Marine Division, II Marine
Expeditionary Force, died in a nonhostile vehicle accident Tuesday dur
ing combat operations near Qaim
on the border with Syria, the mili
tary said.
Thousands of police and soldiers
have been deployed ahead of
Thursday’s Ashoura feast, the climax
of a month of commemorations by
Shiites mourning the 7th century
death of a revered Shiite saint. Imam
Hussein.
Hundreds of thousands of Shiites
are expected to take part in cere
monies in Baghdad and the southern
city of Karbala, where Hussein is
believed buried. Processions of men
whipping their backs with metal
chains marched outside the golddomed Imam Hussein shrine in
Karbala on Wednesday.
Police were on high alert for
Sunni Arab insurgent attacks, which
have killed more than 230 people
during Ashoura processions in the
past two years.
Ten homemade bombs planted

Wednesday, an operation that averted
an attack on Shiites, police said
Police found the bodies of four
Sli ite pilgrims shot repeatedly and
dumped on Baghdad s northern out
skirts. Three bullet-riddled bodies
turned up iii Baghdad’s Sadr Chty.
An unarmed and unmanned U.S.
aircraft pros iding security coverage
for Ashoura went down near Sadr
City on Tuesday and was returned
by local leaders Wednesday, the mil
itary said. It was unclear what
caused the crash.
Higher Education Minister Sami
al-Mudafar escaped unharmed from
a Baghdad car bomb attack on his
convoy in which three of his body
guards were wounded. It was the
second attack on the Shiite lawmak
er in two years.
Al-Mudafar has been an outspo
ken opponent of the increasing
influence of Islamists on university
campuses. Sunni Arab insurgents
also frequently target members of
the Iraqi government.
U.S. troops took custody of two
teenage brothers suspected in
Tuesday’s killing of Sheik Kamal
Nazal, a Sunni Arab community
leader and head of the city council
m the former extremist stronghold
of Fallujah.
“They are being questioned in
connection with the assassination of
Sheik Nazal,” military spokesman
Capt.Jeffrey Pool said.
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The Steelers have become like a
wayward son; one who you’ve seen
make some good decisions, some
continuedfrom page 12
bad decisions (some horrible deci
Then, when 1 realize it’s over, I
sions).
But when they finally turn
jump to my feet and let out a long,
loud cry that must have resulted in it around and get a nice job and
several calls to emergency authori start a family, all is forgiven and all
is forgotten.
ties all over campus. In that
Jerome Bettis? Only rushed for
moment, 1 realize how it feels to
43 yards?!? I’ve already forgotten*
have your team win the champi
that the bus sputtered, stalled and
onship. An experience that can
e.xploded
like a Pinto when he had
best be described as sweet, sweet
two chances to score from just
vindication.
outside
the goal line. All 1 can
For those of you still waiting for
recall is his post-game interview
your team to reach the top, 1 give
announcing his retirement that
you this column as motivation to
forced me to try to explain to my
remain strong in your fanatical
roommates
why my allergies were
devotion. You too, may soon know
acting up in the middle of winter.
the feeling.
Interceptions, two of them you
Pause at the present! The best
say? By Ben Roethlisberger?
part is that my brain is already
Never! My subconscious has
editing and neatly arranging iny
memories of Super Bowl XL like a blocked out all memories of a
heave that resembled my 7-yearSteelers commemorative DVD.

Softball
continued from page 12

Conference. The Aztecs maintained
an overall record of 27-30 in 200.5.
They return seven starters, including
outfielder Kristen Carranza who
recorded 22 runs-batted-in last sea
son. Allison smith, an infielder for the
Aztecs, recorded 12 runs for 2005. On
the mound for SI )SU will be Celena
Velasquez who maintained an
earned-run-average of 1.19.
The weekend schedule will begin
on Thursday with Cal Poly facing
SnSU at 5p.m., then UCLA at 7
p.m. On Friday Cal Poly will play
Oklahoma State at 3 p.m. On
Saturday the Mustangs meet the
Bruins for a 1 p.m. game and the
tournament will conclude on
Sunday after Cal Poly plays
Sacramento State at 10 a.m.
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ACROSS
1 Symbol of
blackness
5 Stone of many
Libras
9 Radio-active
one?

65 Susan B.
Anthony’s goal

32 Dollar rival

66 G iv e ___ for
one’s money

34 Deviate
37 Hideous one

13 Excessive
indulgence

42 Place to brood

14 M o n te___

43 Crate part

15 Some learning

44 Make even
deeper
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Halloween
costumes
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142

3 Thickening
agent

7 •‘Cavalleria
Rusticana"
baritone

1
1

17

2 Sea predator

60 Lionel layout,
maybe

64 John of the
Broncos

0
L
D
E
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134

6 First Prefix

27 It’s
occasionally 5

S
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10 11

old cousin trying to hit Stew
Smith on a streak route (or the
pass of similar skill that was unbe
lievably caught my Hines Ward at
the 3-yard line). The drive that
halted 7 yards tVom a touchdown
when Big Ben inexplicably threw a
floater to Kelly Herndon of' the
Seahawks? Never happened. 1 do
remember Big Ben diving hero
ically for the touchdown. (The
replay that shows him coming up
short? 1 must have been too busy
celebrating.)
Speaking of which, 1 am suffer
ing from a mysterious case of
selective amnesia when it conies to
the officials of Sunday’s Super
Bowl, jokes alluding to the fact
that the referees must have been
heavily invested in pre-made
“Super Bowl XL Champions;
Pittsburgh Steelers” memorabilia
do not make sense to me. The
offensive pass interference call on
Darrell Jackson that nullified the
Seattle touchdown? The phantom
offensive holding penalty that
called back an 18-yard pass that
would have set up an almost cer
tain touchdown? Big Ben’s previ
ously mentioned touchdown
plunge that wasn’t? All wiped

-•w
iki
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56 Yule scene

24 Toon’s place

1

ru
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53 Lamp filler
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68 River of
Flanders

5 Stroke’s need

63 Building toy
brand
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1 Go for

45 Grp. formed in
Bogotá
18
_______Barak,
47 Cheer syllable
former Israeli
48 Scoot
P.M.

M A G ' ■
A M E N1
J 0 E J E
A F
A 0 M 1 R
D 0 Y L E
M
0 R S
B A T S
E L E C
R 1 F
B E Y
A
1 N J 0 K
B R E V E
L 0 S E R
E N T R Y

2

DOWN

16 Take it on the
lam

22 Dash

1

67 Punta d e l___ ,
Uruguay

41 Diuretic’s target

20 Coffee-flavored
liqueur

Edited by Will Shortz

28 Part of a stereo
player

38 Bolt

19 Sport
fisherman’s
catch
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46 “No sweat"
49 (Titter)

10 1922 Physics
Nobelist

31 Doesn’t play

11 Place for pins

33 Pause indicator

12 Hester Prynne's
stigma
14 Chump change
abroad

50 Dye-yielding
plants

35 Suffix with benz- 51 Cereal box fig
36 Surface anew
39 Lisbon’s

52 Having

river

chutzpah

40 Like taro or

Stimulating nut

sago

17 Inside dope
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Hradford Applitt is a sophomore
aerospace engineer. .411 hare mail
from disgruntled Seahawhs fans can
he directed to the trash receptacle
marked “Inho.x" outside his door. Hi
can he reached for feedhack at happlin(a/alpol}'.edu
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Puzzia by Ernaat Lam peii

30 China’s Zhou
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from my cerebrum.
Also forgotten are the commer
cials that suggested a I )ier Pepsi
can could record a rap album witii
Puff Daddy (er, I mean P. 1)iddy, ei
1 mean Diddy...whatever) or that
an aluminum can coulii star in a
movie with Jackie Chan (\\ Inch, m
all fairness, would probably be able
to communicate its emotions
slightly better than Chan).
But I can still hear the commer
cial advertising the opportunity to
own the “Steelers Super Bowl Kit”
for the mere price of 70 frosties
($70 for those of you whose
vocabulary is not solely based on
television). 1 know you’re just
dying to know if 1 will shell out
the $70 to own the official hat,Tshirt and DVD so I’ll end your sus
pense; yes, without hesitation.
So the question still remains; Was
it worth it? Were the annual
weekends spent with Mel Kiper Jr.
analyzing and agonizing over every
Steelers draft pick worth the stress?
The four seasons that ended in
losses in the AFC Championship
game? Having to endure the
Kordell Stewart Era? The brief
(takes a deep breath) Tommy
Maddox Era?
As I sit here watching Bill
Cowher hoist up his first-ever
Vince Lombardi Trophy, all I can
bring myself to do is nod my head.
Taking a cue from Wes Mantooth:
For at least one night, 1 could spell
redemption S-T-E-E-L-E-R-S.

54 ‘Did y o u ____T

$11 HAIRCUTS

55 Prego
competitor
57

Bay, Ore.

Tues-Thur 7arrv6pm
Fn-sat
8:30arTv6pm

M ark R oetker

805.543.9744

1261 l aurel Lane
San L uis Obispo. CA 93401

58 Kind of mail
59 Linda of
Broadway
6 2 ___ Bo
(exercise
system)

21 Musical Miller
For answers, call 1-900-2855555555-5656, S1 20 a minute,
or, with a credit card, 1-800-814-5554
24 Handle the food Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
for a party
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
25 Duck
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
26 Went for
Share tips nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young
29 Seasonal airs
solvers nytimes com/learning/xwords

Tandem

23 Aerosol gas
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Fantastic ocean views!
Lompoc Airport

O nly

1 hour

with student id

from campus

visit: wwwjiurdivesantabart>ara.cofn or c«N 805-740-9099

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
com

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS Children s sleep-away cam p.
N ortheast Pennsylvania
^ 6 /1 7 8 / 1 3 / 0 6 ) If you love
children and want a caring, fun
environm ent we need
Oireemrs and Instructors for
rennis. Swimming (W .S.I.
preferred). Golf. Gymnastics
Ineerleading. D ram a, High & Low
-foiies Team Sports, W atersk
Sailing. Painting/Draw ing

ig

Nurses RN s and Nursing

.Aemhics. S elf-D efense. Video
Piano Other staft,Administ'ati''e, Driver (2 1 + ,
icont )

HELP WANTED

GREAT COU.EGE JOB' Interested n

Cal Poly Admissions needs web
developer to enhance and m aintain

Students;, BooKKeepei, M otners
Helper. On cam pus interviews
February 19th.

working in a peaceiui out ousy
environm ent? Have m arketing
interest^ Com puter skills, able

Call 1 8 0 0 -2 7 9 -3 0 1 9 or
apply on-line at
www.campwaynegirls.com

to multi task, professional, retail
sales. Lots of benefits to working
at the soa! M ust he able to
work Sat s and som e Sundays

D.3v Cam ps Seek Sum m e ' StaH |
San Fernando and Coneio Va *)'.

$2800-1-

8881784-camp

vww workatcam p.com ^slo

j

Approx. 2 0 nrs/wK available.
Some side work to help owne;
Inquire written;
5 8 1 5 Traffic Way Atascadero
(8 0 5 ) 4 6 4 -0 1 2 9

h ra m ic s . Silkscreen. PrintmaKing
Batik leweirv. Calligraphv
’ hotograohv. Sculpture Gui'

HELP WANTED

.TEL

STUDENT REP

EARN $ 1 2 /h ' 'Make you’ m r
hours and gain am az"ig

PEMALE EXOTIC DANCERS .vanted
$ 1 0 0 uei rioui Rl u o Lps

o.siime axpe'iencoi

No experience required
Worn around your own schedule I

Position starts immediatelv!
Reonation com jell to aooly

18 0 5 ) 34 8 -3 2 -1 1 o,
(8 8 8 ) 7 4 4 -4 4 3 6

Admissions & Financial Aid
websites & Admission MyCalPoly
Channels. You can do a lot in
5 -1 0 hours/w k & still maintain
your grades. Proficient in the
following: XM L/XSL. H TM L/C SC
Dream weaver Mx. Javascript/PHP
Contact anunez@calpoly.edu
GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE DAILY NOW!!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
8en ei ' Concert -i lely

.i s*

money tor Progeria Victim:».
Downtown Brewing Co. in SLO
Febuary 15. 2 0 0 6

~SHOUT OUTS!
FREE EVERY THURS
Submit vou''s hy Tuesda

LOST AND FOUND
REWARD for Lost Robotics Glut
Sandwich board (8 3 1 : 8 6 9 -8 7 6 ^

7 5 6 -1 1 4 3

HOMES FOR SALE
Fr^e list of all houses and
condos fo sale in 3 L 0
Call Ne'son Real Estate
5 4 6 1 9 9 0 O' em a i
steve@ siohom es com

Reward tor Lost Cannon Powersho
Digital Cam era at M a rti’s 1 ' "
Call Beth @ - ‘"51 5 4 4 -2 6 7
Found '-Pod min' on Frederick S
oariv ’’ lease caF ■,’ 6 0 ' 8 0 ~ 4 4 . ;
,.ost in d -ound id s ire p REF'

Sports editor: Frank Stranzl • niti.<iiui\’(Ulysfx^rts(aj/,’fnailAOiii
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Oakland

catcher speaks to Poly athletes
m m iE

W I T H m iiU i

edaire Sua, along with volunteer
assistant Koiii Sparrey.
Keturning to the 2(K»C) mster are
multiple Big Wc*st award recipients.
Now in her sophomore season
at C'al Poly, pitcher Kobyn Kontra
was named to the Big West first
team as well as given the honor of
Big West Freshman Pitcher of the
Year. Making the Big West second
team in 2(K)5 was returning out
fielder Lisa Modglin. Shannon
BnH)ks, C'al Poly’s batting averageleader in 2005, was given Big Wc-st
honorable mention as vsere return
ers Jackie Gehrke-Jones and Sarah
Iwata.
C'al Poly will face oft first against
San I )iego State, the sixth place fin
ishers of the Mountain West

lashback! (Clue cheesy harp
music and distorted cloudy
video) It's Jan. 28, 1006,
and I’m at the tender age of 0years-old. My chest proudly pro
claims my allegiance with my chil
dren’s size Greg Lloyd jersey. A
Steelers cap is placed siuiggly on
top of my he.ul, ridiculously over
sized in proportion to my skull.
The entire outfit is cloaked in a
Steelers blanket. Skiwly 1 watch as
the Cowboys dismantle the Steelers
in Super Bowl XXX. With each
Neil O ’Donnell interception (yes,
Neil O ’Donnell once quarter
backed my favorite team; I don’t
want to hear any fan complain
about their quarterb.ick), a part of
me dies inside.
As Emmitt Smith scores the
Canvboys’ final touchdown, sealing
the Steelers’ fate with a 27-17
1)all.is win, I look around at my
family and friends. All of my rela
tives from back east .ire staring
blankly at inanimate objects. My
cousin stares into the terrible towel
clasped weakly in his hands. .My
uncle’s head buried m his Super
Bowl X commemorative T-shirt,
wondering if the glory d.iys of the
‘70s would ever return. For the
first time in my life, doubt enters
my mind about the Steelers.
M.iybe they weren’t the best team
in the NFL. Maybe it wasn’t worth
It to it)ot for Pittsburgh — maybe
it hurt to care so much.
Fast forward! (C!ue crowd noises
and confetti raining fmm the sky)
It’s Feb. 5, 2(K)6, and I’m watching
the Steelers become the first-ever
team to win a Super Bowl taking
place in the month of February,
other than the Patriots. (It’s those
kinds of biased and irrelevant facts
you should come to expect from
me) I sit there, motionless at first,
refusing to let myself believe it is
really happening until the clock
reads
Mi.”

see Softball, page 11

see Balk, page 11
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MICHAEL MUI.UDY VH stANC DAiiV

Adam Meihuse, right, a back-up catcher for Major League Baseball’s Oakland Athletics, was in San Luis Obispo on Tuesday night to speak at
an Athletes in Action meeting at Agape Church. Athletes In Action is a coalition of C^l Poly athletes who meet weekly to discuss religion in a
Bible study type of setting. Meihuse, whose parents reside in San Luis Obispo, spoke about the role Christianity has played in his life as an ath
lete and took time to answer questions following his speech. Meihuse will report to Spring Training in Phoenix, Ariz. next week for the begin
ning of the MLB season.

M ustangs look to avenge Softball starts on the road
loss to L ong Beach State
SIHIRIS IN IO R M A IIO N R IIS > R I

D AIIV S IA M RFIA>RT

Exactly one month ago the C'al
Poly men’s basketball blew a nine
point halftime lead as Long Beach
State exploded for a 52 point second
half.
Tonight the Mustangs will try and
avenge the loss and increase their
third-place cushion in the Big West
with one month of regular season
remaining.
Long Beach State enters the game
at 10-10 overall and 5-4 in the Big
West, got)d enough for fourth in the
Big West behind Cal Poly.
The 49ers are led byjibril Hodges
with 14.7 points-per-game while
Aaron Nixon averages 12.8 points-

per-game and Shawn Hawkins puts
in 12.1 per-game.
The 49ers lead the conference in
team scoring at 82.2 points-pergame but give up close to 80 pergame as well.
C'al Poly will rely on points from
its leading scorers. Dawin Whiten
(13.3), Derek Stockalper (12.8) and
Tyler McGinn (8.3). McCiinn has
had the hot hand as of late and was
Big West player of the week two
weeks ago.
The game can be seen live at 7:35
p.m. by going to www.gopoly.com.
You can also check out the action at
http://w w w .cstv.com /ot/bigw estaa.html.

The C'al Poly softball team will
open its season in San Diego with
the C'ampbell/C'artier Classic. The
tournament will run from
Thursday through Sunday and the
Mustangs will face San 1)iego State
University, UC' Los Angeles.
Oklahoma State University. C'al
State Berkeley and Sacramento
State University'.
The Mustangs finished second
in the Big West in 2(M)5, just
behind Long Beach State, with a
record o f 15-6 in conference and
35-16 overall. C'oach Jenny
C'ondon enters into her second
season at C'al Poly after being
named the 2(M)5 Big West C'oach
ot the Year. She is joined by assis
tant coaches Keira Cioerl and

RUGBYHOSTS BYU TONIGHT
AT CP SPORTS œ M P LE X
onight at 6 p.m. C'al Poly rugby hosts No. 3
Brigham Young University at the Sports
C!omplex. The Mustangs will be coming
oft' two big victories this weekend against Arizona
State and University of Arizona, both in the Cirand
(Canyon state.
After a solid prese.ison, some foreign instruction, a
head coaching change and a strict training regiment.
Poly has been firing on all cylinders. So far this sea
son the Mustangs h.ive gone undefeated against col
legiate teams and have jumped up to a No. 13 nation
al club ranking, ^naily
Ktpon

T

MEN'S LACROSSE DOMINATES
GOLDEN BEARS
he Cal Poly men’s lacrosse team started oft' on the right foot Sund.iy
afternoon as they came out of their season opener with an 18-0 victo
ry against UC' Berkeley. The Mustangs came out running scoring
goals in the first half. The otTense was led by Tim C!asey who scored three goals
with two assists. He was accompanied by Sean Quirk, C'olin Mason, and Seth
Kweller who all contributed to the scoring. Ari Elden secured the defensive end
with the help of Mark Govan, Ryan Hathew.iy, Shea McManus and new comers
Erich Faustman and Sean Perry. The shutout was a strong start to what could
become a very successful season for the club team. The Mustangs will head to the
University of Southern C!alifornia on Friday for their next test. The next home
match for the Mustangs will be on Feb. 18 against Nevada at the C!al Poly Spors
Shift Kepen
C-Omplex.
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